
Apollo Slots Bonus Terms and Conditions 

R9999 FREE SIGN-UP BONUS TERMS 

- This offer is only valid for the account holder, and is not transferable. 
- In order to qualify for the R9999 FREE SIGN-UP BONUS a min deposit of R50 must be made.  
- This offer is valid for your first three (3) deposits only. 
- These promotions cannot be used in conjunction with any other Apollo Slots Casino promotion. 
Minimum wagering requirements are set at thirty (30) times the cumulative amount of your 
purchase and bonus received before a withdrawal can be made. Eg: deposit R100, if a player 
receives R100 free, the player must wager R6000 (30 x R200) before requesting a cashout.  
- In order to cash in the bonus or the accrual of bonuses, you need to cash in a total amount 
greater than the sum of the purchase and the bonus(es). This means that you will only be able to 
cash in the bonus(es) (or part thereof) if you make a profit on the bonus. If your profit is less than 
the amount of the bonus, this amount will be credited back to your casino account for you to play 
with. If you lose more than the amount of the bonus no restrictions will be imposed on your 
cash-in, other than the wager requirements noted above. - All payments up to R100,000.00 are 
paid within 2 working days, excluding weekends and public holidays. Additional winnings 
within the same month are paid at a rate of R100,000.00 per week. - This promotion excludes 
play on Blackjack, Video Poker, Roulette, Pontoon, Bingo, Craps, War, Sic-Bo, and Baccarat. 
- Random jackpots and winnings from bonus credits are paid out at the rate of R10,000 per week.  

 
CURRENT PROMOTIONS AND FREE CREDITS 

- Any winnings obtained from freeroll slot tournaments are considered free bonus credits and 
such credits are subject to Terms and Conditions as related to free/no deposit bonuses.  
- Max cash out from a free coupon (no purchase required) is limited to double the amount of the 
bonus (i.e. from R100 free max cashout is limited to R200, from R200 - limited to R400, etc.) 
Any amount over and above this amount is not cashable and will be voided from the account. 
-Players cannot redeem multiple free bonuses consecutively. If you have redeemed one no-
deposit bonus and are subsequently offered another one, a real-money deposit needs to have been 
made in the interim for you to be eligible to redeem the second no-deposit bonus. 
- Wagering requirement for each no-purchase-required coupon is set at 60 times the amount 
received ( i.e. on a R100 free the wagering is R6000, on R200 is R12000, etc) 
- All offers are subject to change without prior notice at Apollo Slots Casinos discretion. 
- Only one active casino account per player is allowed. 
- All Current promotions which give you a bonus higher than 50% the wagering is set at 30 times 
your deposit and bonus. Wagers on Blackjack contribute to 1/10 of the standard wagering 
requirements (e.g. R100 wager on Blackjack = R10 towards your fulfillment of the wagering 
requirements.) 
- These promotions exclude play on Blackjack, Video Poker, Roulette, Pontoon, Bingo, Craps, 
War, Sic-Bo, and Baccarat. 
- Players cannot redeem multiple free bonuses consecutively. If you have redeemed one no-
deposit bonus and are subsequently offered another one, a real-money deposit needs to have been 
made in the interim for you to be eligible to redeem the second no-deposit bonus and request a 



cash out of your winnings. Your casino account balance is not cashable and will be voided from 
the account. 
- Players that have not made a real money deposit do not qualify for a cash out/withdrawal. Their 
casino account balance is not cashable and will be voided from the account. 
- Any free chips coupon can be redeemed once per player/house hold. Should a player have 
multiple accounts and redeem a coupon all funds and winnings will be voided.  

 
HIGHROLLERS AND PRIVE TERMS  

1. The sum of the purchase and the bonus must be wagered thirty times before any cash-in will 
be permitted.  
2. Using this promotional offer to wager on Blackjack, Video Poker, Roulette, Craps and 
Baccarat does not fulfill your obligations with regard to the total amount wagered. 
3. In order to cash in the bonus, you need to cash in a total amount greater than the sum of the 
purchase and the bonus. This means that you will only be able to cash in the bonus (or part 
thereof) if you make a profit on the bonus. If your profit is less than the amount of the bonus, this 
amount will be credited back to your casino account for you to play with. If you lose more than 
the amount of the bonus no restrictions will be imposed on your cash-in, other than the wager 
requirements noted above. For example, if you purchase R10000 and receive a bonus of R5000, 
then a cash-in of R14000 will result in R4000 being returned to your casino account and you will 
only be able to cash-in again once your balance exceeds R5000 (being the amount of the bonus 
received).without making a deposit to top up the balance. 
4. This special High Roller bonus is intended to further enhance the wagering power of the 
player and give you a chance to beat the odds of the casino games. The 50% promotional bonus 
shall be honored by the casino on all deposits made prior to the first request for cash-in. 
5. Any deposit made with a zero balance of your casino account qualifies for a 50% bonus up to 
a limit of R100 000.006. This promotion may not be claimed in conjunction with any other 
promotion currently offered by Apollo Slots Casino. By accepting and gambling using this 
promotion, the player indicates that these rules have been read and agreed to.  

 
WEEKLY COUPON PROMOTIONS  

* Minimum 30 times wagering of deposit & bonus (excluding roulette, craps, pontoon, baccarat, 
War, Sic-Bo, with each R1 wagered on blackjack and video poker counting as 50 cents). * Prior 
to withdrawal a balance greater than deposit + bonus required. * Each bonus is only available to 
players with zero account balance and no pending withdrawals. * Offers not valid in conjunction 
with any other offers. * Only available to those players to whom the offer was sent. * Coupons 
for promotions are valid for the dates listed in the weekly mailer. * In order to redeem a coupon a 
min deposit of R50 must be made.  

 
ALL DEPOSIT PROMOTIONS  



In order to redeem a deposit coupon a min deposit of R50 must be made. 
Once a deposit bonus is used the entire amount (Deposit + bonus) will appear in the player's 
account as a Bonus Balance. 
This amount is not withdrawable until such a time as the player has completed the wagering 
requirement as required by whichever promotion or coupon used. Once the wagering 
requirements have been met the total amount will be transferred to withdrawable balance which 
the player can then withdraw (Based on the type of promotion).  
Players will not be able to redeem further coupons until such a time as the wagering 
requirements have been met or their account has reached a 0 (Zero) bonus balance.  

 


